Tunisia Overview

Map shows humanitarian operations in the Tunisian/Libyan border region being conducted as of 6 March, and where known, which humanitarian agencies are operating at these locations. Locations given in longitude and latitude in decimal degrees. Please send any updates to the OSOCC or to libya@mapaction.org.

Transit departure point and supplies: Djerba Airport

Agencies working: IOM, UNHCR

Safira Palms Hotel
UNDAC team staying

Oasis Marine Hotel
Coordination Meeting Location
UNHCR Coordination

Main Humanitarian Workers staying at:
Odyssey Hotel
Oasis Marine Hotel
Eden Hotel

Shusa transit camp (OSOCC)

Proposed transit camp and base camp: IFRC

Border Crossing: Ras Ajdir

Libya: Complex -

(Tunisia)

Agencies working:
WHO assessing health facilities in Medenine region

Agencies working:
WHO assessing health facilities in Medenine region
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